
 

Dehradun forests under severe threat: What are we doing 

about it?  

Forests in Uttarakhand, especially around Dehradun, are facing multifarious threats. Till 

recently, forest fires were blazing, engulfing precious biodiversity and wildlife. Additionally, 

forests are being intensely infringed by increased anthropological activities on various 

accounts as has been witnessed for Thano forests for expansion of the airport, and cutting of 

6000-odd British- era Sal trees for the Mohand 4-lane highway connecting Dehradun with 

Delhi, apart from many ring roads and internal roads dividing thriving dense forests, turning 

them into thin and scattered green patches. Various infrastructural projects including 

residential colonies can be seen right close to dense forests by dubious conversion of forest 

land into residential areas. Dehradun’s forests are also confronting the ensuing threat of 

climate change. It is now well-established that climate change can be naturally fought with 

existing rich forests being the best source to absorb extra carbon emissions by fully-grown 

trees. Forests stabilise the climate, regulate ecosystems, protect biodiversity, and play an 

integral part in the carbon cycle, supporting livelihoods and driving sustainable growth. 

Thus, there is a need to maximise the climate benefits of forests by keeping our rich forest 

zones intact. Isn’t it a tragedy that forests, despite being the best natural mechanism to fight 

climate change, are being attacked by us humans for our short-term needs and greed? 

Hence, the latest attempt to slaughter around 20000 to 25000 trees for a science research 

college in the biodiversity-rich Balawala area, falling under Raipur forest range of Dehradun, 

needs to be reconsidered. It is also an irony that the proposed location is being considered as 

cost-effective by officials which is a misplaced concept since cost of trees is determined at 

around Rs 72 lakh, with 100 years of balance life each by the Supreme Court. This aspect has 

not been taken into account. It is the need of the hour that the state government must act 

decisively to review its decision and shift this proposed research institute to either Gairsain 

— the summer capital of Uttarakhand or else to a barren land in or around Dehradun city. 
Source: https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/blogs/voices/dehradun-forests-under-

severe-threat-what-are-we-doing-about-it/ 


